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INTRODUCTION

THE  ULTIMATE  GUIDE  TO  BECOMING  FLUENT :

Tips From the Pros on Learning Your Favorite Languages

Learning a foreign language is no simple task. In a
world where information is so accessible, it’s difficult
for us to accept that learning a language is not nearly

as easy as reading a book.

We have all fallen for the apps or websites that
promote learning a language quickly and easily, but

they always come up short—we complete a few
practice exercises here and there, get hung up on a
couple of verbs, and then quit altogether and never

look at it again. Why is this?

Well, it’s simple. The truth is: there are no shortcuts
to becoming fluent. As disappointing as this may be,
think of it this way—when learning a new language,

you are programming your mind to communicate
(speak, write, listen) in a format that is otherwise

foreign to you. Any system that cuts corners in this
process is by nature most likely not an efficient one.

What will we be learning today? The GUIDE to
becoming fluent!

-Assess your goals
-Determine your skill level

-Follow the CEFR!
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CE
FR

T H E  C O M M O N  E U R O P E A N  F R A M E W O R K  O F
R E F E R E N C E S  F O R  L A N G U A G E S

KEEPS  YOU  ON  A  GOAL-ORIENTED  TRACK
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A frequently asked question we hear on a weekly
basis  is  “how long does it  take to become fluent?”
This is  an excellent question that  is  very rarely
addressed properly.  As a  language company,  we are
used to answering this  question,  however,  we are
astonished by how misinformed people really  are.  It
is  almost l ike they are asking,  “why is  the sky blue?”
Although there is  a  clear and direct  answer to this
question,  very rarely is  i t  ever answered in truth.   

When searching the internet for an answer,  the
responses are usually vague and often lack any real
direction or structure,  at  which point this  makes you
wonder,  “ Is  i t  even possible for me to learn a foreign
language?” The answer is :  yes!  It  is  possible.  But it
does take a significant amount of  t ime,  dedication
and effort .   Later in this  guide,  we wil l  break down
exactly how much time it  takes under your specif ic
goals  and circumstances.

Now, let  me calm your nerves by letting you in on a
l itt le  secret…  there is  a  “science” behind learning a
foreign language.  Teachers and students in Europe
have been using this  same system for decades.  It  has
been proven time and time again to work,  but has yet
to translate (no pun intended) or become
standardized in the US education system.

Think about it—of course there is  a  method of
learning a secondary language…  Or at  least ,  that ’s
what the leaders of  the Council  of  Europe thought in
the late 80s.

Comprehensive l istening + reading + writ ing =
fluency!
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They implemented this  method into their  education
system and have never looked back.  They understood
that there is  a  step-by-step process to learning
secondary languages,  but they just  needed to break it
down, and put it  into simpler terms.   So,  that ’s  just
what they did.  And voila--  (French for “here it  is”  or
“here you have it”)—the rest  is  history!

This  method is  cal led The Common European
Framework of  Reference for Languages,  or  CEFR.
 

The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
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Basically,  what this  chart  is  tel l ing us is  that  there are
6 respective levels  to learning a foreign language.  A1
and A2 are beginner levels,  B1 and B2 are
intermediate levels,  and C1 and C2 are expert  levels .

This  system is  used in order to keep students on a
goal-oriented track while learning a foreign
language.  It  helps break down each level  (Beginner,
Intermediate,  & Expert)  into more specif ic  terms so
that students are aware of  what each class wil l  cover
and how they wil l  progress towards f luency.
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SET A
GOAL

A S S E S S  Y O U R  G O A L S

DECIDE  WHY  YOU  WANT  TO  LEARN
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The f irst  question you have to ask yourself  is :  What is
my goal?  Here are a  few common examples.

-Do I  want to learn a language strictly to be able to
communicate on a basic level  while traveling abroad?
In which case,  a  beginners A1 &A2 course level  would
suffice.

-Or,  would I  l ike to be able to use this  language in a
working environment,  between colleagues and
customers? An expert  C1 &C2 course level  would be
more sufficient in this  scenario.

If  either of  these rings true,  what is  the minimum
amount of  skil ls  and information I  wil l  need to
achieve this  goal?  The CEFR chart  above can
determine this  answer.  Put your skil ls  to the test!

After you assess your goals,  the second step to
learning a foreign language is  to determine your skil l
level :

BEGINNER LEVEL
If  you are able to pick up on simple phrases,
greetings or basic vocabulary then you are most
l ikely at  this  skil l  level .

BASIC USER -  A1 & A2
A1 (Beginner)-  The student is  new to the language
with no experience and wil l  be introduced to cultural
elements and basic grammar and everyday
expressions.
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A2 (Elementary)-  The student knows the basic level
of  the language and is  learning more specif ic
grammar and cultural  elements.  Students become
confident in stating basic needs and wants in
preparation for the Intermediate Level  B1.

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
If  you are able communicate your favorite hobbies or
foods,  this  is  l ikely the skil l  level  for you.  You are
able to carry a  conversation,  but have trouble in
detailed and intricate subjects.

INDEPENDENT USER -  B1 & B2
B1 (Intermediate)-  The student incorporates more
oral  and written communication skil ls  emphasized on
everyday topics.  Students focus on language as used
in their  everyday tasks and behaviors.   
B2 (Upper Intermediate)-  The student deepens his  or
her knowledge of  grammar in conjunction with oral
and written skil ls  through sociocultural  theories.
Students become more confident in conversation for
preparation to Advanced Level ,  C1.

EXPERT LEVEL
In this  level ,  you are able to completely submerse
yourself  in this  language entirely and with
confidence.  Whether it  is  writ ing,  reading or
speaking,  you can communicate without effort .

PROFICIENT USER -  C1 & C2 
C1 (Advanced)-  The student is  able to understand a
wide variety of  short  and long texts and understand
implicit  meanings ( jokes,  puns,  etc) .  They can use
language f lexibly and effectively for al l  sorts  of
purposes and in al l  environments.  The language. . .
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is  clear,  structured,  and detailed with control  of
simple and complex grammar as well  as  control  of  the
language phonological  system.

C2 (Proficiency)-  The student can understand
everything read or heard.  They can understand,
summarize,  and rearrange arguments in a  coherent
presentation.  The student can express him or herself
f luently,  precisely,  and naturally in al l  and in most
complex situations expressing sometimes shades of
meaning.

Now that you understand al l  of  the levels,  lets  get
real .  How long does this  take?

Let’s  do the math:
Let’s  just  say,  on average,  each course takes 20 hours
to complete.  That means a French 101 level  class,  for
example,  would take 20 hours to complete.  Then
advancing to then next French 102 level  class would
take another 20 hours to complete.  This  continues
until  you complete al l  levels .  The graphic below
shows you al l  courses necessary to complete each
level .
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Each course is  20 hours and there are 7  courses for
Beginners,  8  courses for Intermediates and 7  courses
for Experts.  So,  with this  in mind,  let ’s  determine
how many hours it  takes a  Beginner A1 level  student
to reach an Expert  C2 level .

20 hours X 22 courses = 440 hours.

What this  means is  that  it  takes roughly 440 hours of
class t ime to become fluent in a  foreign language!  At
JP Linguistics,  we offer  10-week & 5-week Group Class
options,  which means that  a  student could move from
Beginner A1 to Expert  C2 in 220 weeks (about 4 years,
3  months) or 110 weeks (about 2 years,  2  months),
depending on which class option a student enrolls  in.

This  doesn’t  take into account your own individual
abil it ies,  or  any out-of-class practice t ime.  In general ,
to truly become fluent in a  language,  i t  takes
perseverance and anywhere from 2 years,  2  months to
4 years,  3  months of  dedicated class t ime to achieve.  
No more tossing and turning at  night,  no more
self-hate that  you don’t  have what it  takes to be
bil ingual ,  because you DO have what it  takes.  You
just  need the proper schooling
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TIPS
TO GET
STARTED

T I P S  &  T R I C K S  F R O M  T H E  E X P E R T S

A  FEW  THOUGHTS  TO  HELP  YOU
ON  YOUR  WAY
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Now that you know and understand the steps it  takes
to becoming f luent in a  foreign language,  i t  is  for  you
to decide what your next step wil l  be.  I f  you are
ready to start  your journey and are looking for a
native and authentic language learning experience
without the nonsense,  then our company,  JP
Linguistics is  a  great  place for you to start !  At  JP
Linguistics,  we have a passion for languages and are
committed to helping people achieve their  goal  of
becoming f luent.  Visit  our website,
www.jplinguistics.com, or give us a  call  at
646-759-4968 and we wil l  be happy to help you assess
your goals,  determine your skil l  level  through our
Free Placement Testing and get you on the right path
to becoming f luent.  You can discover more on our
website including current class schedules,  pricing,
and special  programs.

Get started today with a few tips from our native
instructors for learning foreign languages.

"HOW TO BOOST YOUR ITALIAN IN 4 EASY STEPS!"
by Giuliana,  native instructor from Trieste,  Italy.

1 .  Create your own “Ital ian place”

Start  to design your environment into an Ital ian
place.  Changing the language on your cell  phone or
even that  of  your Facebook account to Ital ian can be
a good start .  Read Ital ian blogs,  l isten to Ital ian
podcasts  (with transcripts  even better) ,  watch Ital ian
movies (subtit les al lowed),  s ing Ital ian songs and
dine Ital ian.
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There are many Ital ians blogs where you can write
comments and improve your reading comprehension.
Here are a  few examples:

Italyamonews --  Here you can f ind posts  on many
topics,  and you can even see the Ital ian level  that  is
required to understand the post  in its  t it le.

Parl iamoItal iano --  This  is  where you can f ind many
readings divided in accordance with the CEFR skil l
levels .

2.  Practice,  practice,  practice

The phrase “Use-It-Or-Lose-It“  works for muscles as
well  as  for languages.  This  means you should apply
the lessons you learn in class to your every day l i fe.
Do your homework carefully,  re-write phrases,  read
aloud many times,  you can even record yourself
speaking.  In other words,  implement what you learn
until  i t  st icks.

For this  purpose,  you can use:

Memrise --  The computer program is  free,  as  well  as
the app.  You can f ind free courses in many
languages.  They are called “courses”  but actually they
are f lashcards.  It ’s  very effective.

Quizlet  --  I t ’s  both a computer program and an app.
You wil l  f ind lots  of  f lashcards already made by other
users or you can create ones yourself .  You have three
ways of  learning new words:  f lashcards,  translation
and matching.
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3.  Swallow small  portions but chew it  through

For long-term learning,  i t  is  better to resist  the
temptation to overload your brain.  Slow down and
concentrate on the common words,  phrases and
expressions that  really  matter.  Think about it—by
learning the 500 most commonly used words,  you
acquire approximately 75% of  language
understanding.

For your daily portion of  Ital ian you can follow some
Facebook pages on your mobile device to always stay
updated on new lessons and tips:

FriendlyItal ian --  This  page publishes grammar
lessons,  l ists  of  vocabulary and colloquial
expressions on a daily basis .

You can also f ind some free lessons on YouTube:

Learn Ital ian With Lucrezia --  This  channel  offers
explanation about grammar and colloquial
expressions,  both in Ital ian and in English.

4.  Become a master of  Ital ian grammar

There are some sites that  can help you to master
different aspects of  Ital ian grammar outside your
class:

OneWorldItal iano --  You have grammar lessons that
explain the rules and exercises in order for you to
practice al l  the grammatical  aspects of  Ital ian.
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CyberItalian -- This also has grammar lessons and
exercises. The website is written in English for those
of you who are not able to understand written Italian
yet.

French Instructor – Jean-Philippe Schmitt – Founder
and Co-owner of JP Linguistics, previous instructor at
the Institute Alliance Françoise and New York
University.

Becoming Fluent—It is a goal that all students have
in common. However, mastering a language requires
dedication and motivation!

Ready to take it seriously?

Half of the battle has to do with how much you are
willing to let the foreign culture in. How attached are
you to your culture? Are you willing to create space
for a new view of the world? If so, then great!

A language is divided into 4 competences:
- Reading
- Writing
- Speaking
- Listening
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"THE BEST WAYS TO SPEAK FRENCH LIKE A
NATIVE!"  by Jean-Phil ippe,  native instructor from
Nancy,  France.

Many students are looking to become “f luent”  in
listening and speaking only.  Writing is  often the last
skil l  on the train to f luency.  In order to develop your
speaking skil ls  i t  is  important to keep in mind the
different speaking styles for each dialect.  For
instance,  when speaking French,  the front of  the
mouth and l ips are the primary sources of  sound.  Be
aware of  this  method when practicing your speech,
and be wil l ing to make fun of  yourself ,  exaggerate!
Watch a movie in French and turn the sound off .  You
will  notice that  the actors use their  mouth a lot .
Practice pronouncing words in front of  the mirror
and especial ly  the sounds for the letters:

-  “u” vs “ou”

-  “on” vs “un” vs “an”

It  is  also important to pay attention to rhythm.
French rhythm is  very different and also very stable
compared to English.  When practicing your speaking
skil ls ,  try to pronounce each syllable with the same
clarity,  enunciate--  this  means that  you must
pronounce the vowel in each syllable.

Ex:  con – struc -  t ion
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To help you with your l istening comprehension,  i t  is
essential  to get  used to French Rhythm and speed.
Although it  may seem l ike it ,  foreign languages are
not spoken more rapidly than your native language.
In order to help you with this ,  you should watch
French movies and l isten to French Radio.

These resources are very useful  for practicing your
listening,  reading,  speaking and writing
comprehension:

www.TV5monde.com -  This  is  a  French news platform
that features TV and Radio stations to truly submerse
its  viewers into the language

www.yabla.com  -  This  language-learning platform is
helpful  in providing excises that  strengthen reading
writing and l istening skil ls  in a  multitude of
languages

http://www.rfi . fr  -  This  news platform is  entirely in
French and keeps readers up-to-date on current
events,  exposing French culture while also exercising
reading comprehension skil ls .
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"A SIMPLE GUIDE TO SPEAKING SPANISH
FLUENTLY!"  by Pablo Linenberg,  native instructor
from Buenos Aires,  Argentina.

Learning a language is ,  in the proper and natural
sense,  an exercise.  It  can be compared to running or
l ift ing weights,  meaning that  one person interested
in becoming f luent should think in t ime and practice 
every day.  Start  the day by l istening to songs,  in this
case,  Spanish radio -  hearing not only the band with
its  lyrics but also the conductor with al l  the
colloquial  expressions used when talking.

As pieces of  the practice,  different exercises should
be addressed,  for example,  l istening as receiving
information even if  or  when through symbols.
Listening not only to music but also people talking,
having conversations,  looking at  the way people
speak.  This  is  when learning a language gets
challenging.  Traveling to Mexico,  Spain or South
America wil l  help,  naturally,  but one would not have
to expect to become fluent only by doing that,  unless
there is  a  permanence in the country.  Getting into
the conversation,  relating to people,  asking
questions,  even dating them, is  helpful ,  but not
enough.

Listening as much as possible would need to go
together with reading,  even subtit les when watching
Spanish-speaking f i lms or television series.  Consider
putting subtit les while watching to l isten and read at
the same time.  With books,  read the original  version
and its  translation which results  in a  very good
exercise.  Read magazines with a dictionary on the
side.
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When l istening to a  song,  print  the lyrics so you can
listen and read the same time.

As with any exercise,  i t  can and should get  diff icult .
Learning a language is  not easy and that  is  why the
every day practice makes the exercise less daunting
and more enticing -  tackling l itt le  bits  of  information
at a  t ime instead of  mounds of  work at  once.  Having
one hour every day of  l istening and reading wil l  help
in many ways.  Ultimately,  this  wil l  help with speaking
and writing.  Also consider practicing with someone
who can help you study the grammar,  language rules
and the exceptions to the rules.  In order to become
fluent,  agile and f lexible with a language,  as  with a
part  of  the body,  one should reiterate the exercise of
the muscle.  Consider language a muscle that  needs
training -  by l istening,  reading and ultimately writ ing
and talking- wil l  guide to f luency.
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